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Abstract  

SLIDE, the transformation that exchanges triads sharing the same third, is a pervasive 

feature of Schubert’s mature works. Blending indicators of distance and proximity, com-

plexity and direct intelligibility, SLIDE is the chromatic progression par excellence for 

evoking liminal states. Schubert’s use of the transformation poses a challenge to our abil-

ity to reconcile prolongational and transformational modes of tonal hearing. Following 

an evaluation of historical and group-theoretical conceptions of SLIDE, this article pro-

poses a set of functional paradigms through which the relation may be understood in 

Romantic harmony. Extrapolating patterns of SLIDE usage from Schubert’s oeuvre illu-

minates the procedures through which the progression may be integrated into tonal 

fabrics. Special attention is given to the four-hand piano duets, D. 812, 940, and 947 in 

particular; in these works, the presence of sonata form forces SLIDE’s incorporation into 

exposition structures. The D. 812 Grand Duo is used as a concluding case study. To fully 

appreciate its complex game of semitonal relations, the Duo requires overlapping trans-

formational narratives and a revival of Karg-Elert’s idiosyncratic Terzgleicher function. 

In studying Schubert’s SLIDing chromaticism, we stand to understand how compos-

ers ensconced within the tonal common practice nevertheless found ways to selectively 

incorporate tonally paradoxical materials into diatonic forms.
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Schubert’s SLIDEs: Tonal (Non-)Integration  

of a Paradoxical Transformation

Frank Lehman

The push and pull between diatonic and chromatic harmony is a hallmark of nine-

teenth-century tonal practice. As a consequence, the question of integration forms a 

central concern for theorists of this repertoire: how ought the increasingly bold infu-

sion of chromaticism be reconciled with the putative diatonic understructure that still 

girds much extended common-practice music? Answers, unsurprisingly, range widely. 

Up until a certain point, Schenkerian theory can rationalize chromaticism as a product 

of linear processes that do not fundamentally tamper with diatonic prolongation.1 The 

strategy of expanding and revising what is meant by harmonic functionality may also be 

used to grant chromatic relations similar capabilities to diatonic ones.2 Some theorists 

invoke interpretive qualities such as ambiguity, paradox, and multiplicity—notions 

that still rely on the assumption of underlying diatonic expectations.3 This idea of tonal 

 Thanks to Suzannah Clark, Richard Cohn, Noam Elkies, Alexander Rehding, and the anonymous reviewers of Music 

Theory & Analysis for suggesting examples and contributing insightful feedback.

1 For just a few examples in Schubert analysis, see Heinrich Schenker, ed., Oktaven und Quinten u.a., (Vienna: Universal 

Edition, 1933), 4; and Felix Salzer, Structural Hearing: Tonal Coherence in Music (New York: Dover Publications, 1962), 180. 

For an effort to bring harmonic thinking more into play with linear analyses of Schubert, see David Beach, “Harmo-

ny and Linear Progression in Schubert’s Music,” Journal of Music Theory 38/1 (1994), 1–20. 

2 Despite their differences, Daniel Harrison’s dualistic and David Kopp’s chromatic-mediant theories of nine-

teenth-century tonality are both committed to the expansion of functionality beyond simple diatonicity: Harrison, 

Harmonic Function in Chromatic Music: A Renewed Dualist Theory and an Account of Its Precedents (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1994); Kopp, Chromatic Transformations in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2002). A similar widening of function to incorporate ambiguous or chromatic chords is endorsed by Charles Smith, 

who refers some romantic-era chromaticism ultimately back to diatonic models: Smith, “The Functional Extrava-

gance of Chromatic Chords,” Music Theory Spectrum 8 (1986), 94–139. A pertinent strategy is found in Richard Cohn’s 

merger of hexatonic and diatonic spaces in his analysis of Schubert’s Piano Sonata in BH major, D. 960: Cohn, “As 

Wonderful as Star Clusters: Instruments for Gazing at Tonality in Schubert,” 19th-Century Music 22/3 (1999), 213–32.

3 Candace Brower, in “Paradoxes of Pitch Space,” Music Analysis 27/1 (2008), 51–106, views paradox as a compositional 

resource made possible by listeners’ tendency to hear tonal relationships vis-à-vis spatial schemas, schemas that are 

subject to Escher-like tiling illusions. On the collision and fusion of subdominant and dominant functions in Ro-

mantic chords, see Kevin Swinden, “When Functions Collide: Aspects of Plural Function in Chromatic Music,” Music 

Theory Spectrum 27/2 (2005), 249–82. For the Voglerian idea of Mehrdeutigkeit and multiple interpretability, see David 

Damschroder, Thinking About Harmony: Historical Essays on Analysis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).

© Frank Lehman and Leuven University Press  |  http://dx.doi.org/10.11116/MTA.1.4
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multiple determination may lead to a more radical outlook of under- or non-determina-

tion: “triadic atonality,” to use a provocative term.4 If chromaticism poses a genuinely 

independent mode of composition and tonal perception in the nineteenth century, it 

ought to garner its own categories and methods; this attitude informs attempts to artic-

ulate a parallel but distinct tonal “Second Practice.” It has also contributed to the rise of 

neo-Riemannian theories, which shift attention from function to voice leading, trans-

formation, and absolute progression.5 

With so many options at the analyst’s disposal, one must not only ask how chromatic 

elements it into Romantic music, but also how one’s theoretical apparatuses should 

interact in analysis—and whether these apparatuses relect non-coextensive ways of 

hearing. Suzannah Clark compares the act of choosing an analytic system to the selec-

tion of a speciic visual “lens.”6 Though lenses focus perception of certain musical fea-

tures, Clark cautions that they may also distort some objects and be blind to others. Of 

the theoretical systems available to study chromaticism, triadic transformation the-

ory (or neo-Riemannian theory/NRT) is perhaps the most suitably wide-angled. NRT’s 

advantage lies not solely in the symmetrical pitch spaces or algebraic groups it offers. 

Of special value is its interest in the dynamic ways in which listeners perceive harmonic 

relationships, not as ixed properties of an a priori tonal system, but as subjective and 

mutable qualities of a particular listening experience. This means, among other things, 

that NRT can intersect and even integrate with diatonic theories. My choice to employ 

this lens (with some Schenkerian and Roman numeral ilters here and there) is therefore 

4 Cohn considers, and ultimately dismisses, this phrase (from Edward Lowinsky) for describing this repertoire: 

Cohn, “Introduction to Neo-Riemannian Theory: A Survey and Historical Perspective,” Journal of Music Theory 

42/2 (1998), 167 –80, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/843871. Though more recent applications of neo-Riemannian the-

ory have taken steps towards accommodating tonality (see Steven Rings, Tonality and Transformation, [New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2011], http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195384277.001.0001), early applications 

frequently pointed towards symmetrical processes as governing triadic chromaticism in the place of prolongational 

processes. This can be observed in David Lewin’s claim regarding non-isomorphism between diatonic-Stufen and 

Riemannian-transformational space. See Lewin, “Amfortas’s Prayer to Titurel and the Role of D in ‘Parsifal’: The 

Tonal Spaces of the Drama and the Enharmonic CH/B,” 19th-Century Music 7/3 (1984), 336–49. It also manifests in Bri-

an Hyer’s attribution of harmonic intelligibility of Die Walküre’s magic sleep chords purely to “algebraic structure.” 

See Hyer, “Reimag(in)ing Riemann,” Journal of Music Theory 39/1 (1995), 101–38, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/843900. 

5 The idea that non-monotonality and pervasive chromaticism in the nineteenth century constitute a tonal mode of 

composition (and hearing) that is genuinely distinct from common-practice tonality is explored in The Second Prac-

tice of Nineteenth-Century Tonality, ed. William Kinderman and Harald Krebs (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 

1996). This notion is critiqued and reined by Dmitri Tymoczko in “Dualism and the Beholder’s Eye,” in The Oxford 

Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories, ed. Edward Gollin and Alexander Rehding (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2012), 246–67; and by Cohn in Audacious Euphony: Chromaticism and the Triad’s Second Nature (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2012). 

6 Suzannah Clark, Analyzing Schubert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 4–5, http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/

CBO9780511842764.
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made with the goal of maximizing my analytic ield of view while remaining methodo-

logically consistent. 

I will be turning this transformational lens on only one star in the European Roman-

tic sky: the oeuvre of Franz Schubert—and for much of my analysis, an even smaller 

corner, his four-hand piano duos. My lens will be set to resolve one target tonal phenom-

enon, the distinctive “SLIDE” transformation. SLIDE is deined as the unique relation 

between consonant triads that preserves the third while shifting perfect ifth (ic5) by a 

half step, reversing mode in the process. For example, the brief but stunning move from 

BH major to B minor and back at the end of the Scherzo in Beethoven’s Hammerklavier 

Sonata (mm. 160–75) can be described by a SLIDE relation. Identiied in Anglo-American 

theory by David Lewin, SLIDE was conceived as a formal transformation between 

Riemannian Klangs.7 Following Kopp, it will be indicated in examples with the transfor-

mation label “S.”8 For Lewin, SLIDE was an “exotic” or “strange” progression, an alter-

native to the more mundane functional transformations (e.g., DOM, MED, etc.) as well 

as the Riemann-imported triadic transformations that displaced a single pitch (since for-

malized as the LPR group).9 The reasons for the specialness of this progression will be 

revealed in the next section.

SLIDE occurs only sporadically before Schubert, but following his inventive uses, 

it takes on a substantial role in Romantic repertoires. It continues to mark later post- 

and neo-Romantic musics, and can be a surprisingly prominent component of many 

7 Lewin, Generalized Musical Intervals and Transformations (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987; repr. New York: Ox-

ford University Press, 2007), 178, http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195317138.001.0001. Transformations 

named “slide” have been applied to non-triadic materials. Lewin later recast SLIDE as a transformation on 3-pitch 

K-Nets, holding one rank of a Perle cycle ixed while shifting the other so as to capture a different K-Net conigu-

ration. See Lewin, “Thoughts on Klumpenhouwer Networks and Perle-Lansky Cycles,” Music Theory Spectrum 24/2 

(2007), 196–230, http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/mts.2002.24.2.196. Clifton Callender assigns SLIDE to a transformation 

that shifts alternating ifths within a complex tertian sonority up or down by semitone. Callender, “Interactions of 

the Lamento Motif and Jazz Harmonies in György Ligeti’s Arc-en-ciel,” Intégral 21 (2007), 41–77.

8 Kopp, Chromatic Transformations, 175.

9 Although Lewin introduces SLIDE with two brief examples in GMIT (178), one from Beethoven (Symphony no. 8/iv, 

mm. 379–91) and one from Schubert (Piano Sonata in BH major D. 960/ii, mm. 103–10), it is only in the tenth chapter 

(227–31) that its analytic utility is developed. Observing that those “harmonic events [that] stand out as ‘strange’’’ in 

the beginning of the irst of Prokoiev’s Op. 35 Melodies revolve around S-related harmonies, Lewin exchanges his ini-

tial Klang-based tonal interpretation with one oriented to pc-sets. The contextual, triadically-deined transformation 

SLIDE is thus exchanged for a broader I third -type operation as Lewin demonstrates the passage’s basis in a cluster of 

inversional axes around G and FG. 
third
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commercial repertoires such as rock and ilm.10 Table 1 tabulates a host of these progres-

sions in Schubert’s output and labels them by key-relationship relative to an initial key. 

These instances range from leeting surface SLIDEs to tonal arcs that span sections or 

even multiple movements, and the variety of sometimes overlapping functional and 

expressive devices involved is equally broad. SLIDE’s innate challenge to the diatonic 

system is often ampliied through characteristically Schubertian tonal disruptions and 

realignments. At the moments when these occur, it is tempting to hear SLIDEs as “abso-

lute progressions” in Ernst Kurth’s sense: events compositionally justiied by a unique 

intrinsic quality or “sonic appeal as such” rather than by their placement within a regu-

lative tonal scheme.11 Yet despite the immediate impression of tonal non-assimilability, 

Schubert’s SLIDEs are often stitched cannily into fundamentally diatonic fabrics. 

This particular alliance of transformational method, Schubertian repertoire, and 

an “exotic” progression, will, I hope, elucidate individual compositions and larger con-

ceptual problems alike. SLIDE will thus serve as an exemplar of the strategies through 

which ostensibly ill-behaved chromatic routines might either be tightly integrated or 

selectively allowed to disrupt tonal music. Moreover, attending to SLIDE may show how 

our analytic priorities privilege narratives of integration over disruption in ambiguous 

cases. This article is thus ultimately concerned with what a single transformation can 

tell us about the larger art of harmonic hermeneutics. 

10 Examples in the post-Schubertian repertoire abound. Liszt used the progression pervasively. A transitional pas-

sage in his Fantaisie symphonique (mm. 185–99) is spun out of a SLIDE-bearing moment from Berlioz’s Lelio. See So-

Yung Ahn, “Harmonic Circles and Voice Leading in Asymmetrical Trichords” (PhD diss., SUNY Buffalo, 2003) and 

Jack Douthett, “Filtered Point-Symmetry and Dynamical Voice-Leading,” in Music Theory and Mathematics, ed. Jack 

Douthett, Martha M. Hyde, and Charles J. Smith (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2008), 72–106. The in-

troduction to the irst movement of Tchaikovsky’s Symphony no. 4 blasts out S relations like an apocalyptic peal. 

Wagner’s Parsifal uses the progression both directly and embedded within longer-range tonal designs (discussed 

in Lewin, “Amfortas’s Prayer”). Uses in the twentieth century, particularly Russian and English concert music, are 

far too numerous to note here. For usage speciically in ilm, see Frank Lehman, “Transformational Analysis and 

the Representation of Genius in Film Music,” Music Theory Spectrum 35/2 (2013), 1–22, http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/

mts.2013.35.1.1. 

11 Translated in Lee Rothfarb, Ernst Kurth: Selected Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 121. For 

Kurth, chromatic progressions were intimately tied up with notions of light, as they are often (if informally) treated 

today, with metaphoric descriptors of relative “brightness” and “darkness” in analytic prose. See, for example, Ibid., 

204. Though SLIDE was not a special concern of his, the apparatus of chordal luminosity that Kurth devised, in 

which chromatic alteration of single tones produce changes in brightness and affect, clearly pertains to SLIDE.
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Table 1: Inventory of Schubert’s SLIDEs

Composition Measures SLIDE-Related 

   Regions

Allegro in A minor for Piano Four Hands, D. 947 (Lebensstürme) 81–89 a: a–E7–AH

  258–60 a: E7–f

“Aufenthalt” (from Schwanengesang,  D. 957) 124–29 e: c–B7

“Der Doppelgänger” (from Schwanengesang, D. 957) 46–47 b: D–dG

“Der Lindenbaum” (from Winterreise, D. 911) 49–53 E: C7/f–B7/E

“Der Strom,” D. 565 51–55 d: F–fG

Fantasy in C major, D. 760 (“Wanderer”)  165–89 C: C–cG

Fantasy in C major for Piano and Violin, D. 934/i–ii 37, 351 C: a…–AH

Fantasy in F minor for Piano Four Hands, D. 940/i  63–66 f: C–dH

  89–92 a: E–f

  117–21 f: F–fGG

“Gesang der Geister über den Wassern,” D. 714 10–11 a: a–AH

“Grab und Mond,” D. 893 1–20 a: a–C–AH–aH

“Heliopolis,” D. 754 30–32 C: C–AH6–dH

Impromptu in EH major, D. 899/2 251–59 EH: cH–GH–BH–EH

Impromptu in GH major, D. 899/3 78–82 GH: GH–… gJ–…GH

“In der Ferne” (from Schwanengesang, D. 957) 17–18 b: b–BH

Mass in AH major, D. 678: Gloria 297–300 E: C–F–FG5–fG–B–E

Mass in AH major, D. 678: Sanctus 1–4, 7–10, … F: F–FG5–fG...

Octet in F major, D. 803/i  136–42 F: C7–CG7–fG

Piano Trio in EH major, D. 929/i 40–48 EH: BH–GH=FG–bJ

  106–10 BH: GH–gJo–g

  233–37 BH: F – FH9–gHo7–gH

Piano Trio in EH major, D. 929/iv 229–35 BH: BH–bJ

  756–63 EH: EH–e=fH

Piano Sonata in BH major, D. 960/ii 103–10 cG: GG–C (instead of cG)

Piano Sonata in A major, D. 959/iii 31–38 a: C–cG

“Selige Welt,” D. 743 9–17 AH: CH–…cJ

Sonata in C major for Piano Four Hands, D. 812 (Grand Duo), i 33–34 C: C(7)–cG

  80–94 G: G–g–EH–gG–e…

Sonata in C major for Piano Four Hands, D. 812 (Grand Duo), ii 134–37 AH: AH–dH=cG–aJ

Sonata in C major for Piano Four Hands, D. 812 (Grand Duo), iv 171–86 C/a: F–CG7–fG

  394–422 C: C–c–AH–c–A–cG

String Quartet in A minor, D. 804 (Rosamunde), iii  1–79 a: a–C–AH–cG–aJ

String Quartet in G major, D. 887/i 222–25 fG: DH–A6–dJ

  246–49 b: FG–D6–g

String Quintet in C major, D. 956/i 28–29 E: E–f

Thirteen Variations on a Theme by Hüttenbrenner, D. 576: XIII 249–57 A/a: C–cG

Violin Sonata in A major, D. 574/iii 21–22 fG: fG–FJ–G7
−C
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I will begin by presenting a characteristic Schubertian SLIDE, noting its expressive 

dimensions in addition to the quizzical effect it has on local and global harmonic struc-

ture. This leads to the formulation of a semiotics of ambivalence, in which I demon-

strate how SLIDE’s paradoxical intrinsic features map onto liminal states. I will then 

introduce a set of theoretical lenses from Hugo Riemann and Sigfrid Karg-Elert as well 

as from modern theorists of a transformational bent. With transformational and func-

tional paradigms established, I will offer analyses of a number of Schubert’s works, 

while focusing on modes of assimilation such as mixture, functional-axes, and cycles. 

To conclude, I will provide a closer inspection of Schubert’s Piano Sonata in C major, D. 

812 (Grand Duo). This analysis shows the coruscating potential of the transformational 

lens, and the productive confusion—and thus interpretive luxuriance—that may lurk 

behind such strange moments in tonal music.

t h e  c h a l l e nge  of  s l i de  

Example 1 presents a reduction of mm. 7–13 of “Gesang der Geister über den Wassern,” 

D. 714—the last of four settings Schubert attempted for Goethe’s poem. The hushed 

and modally-mixed introduction establishes an initial key of C major. Yet following the 

irst line sung by the chorus of low voices, Schubert summarily installs a weak IAC in 

A minor. A profoundly unusual progression follows, when the piece’s opening C major 

theme is taken up in the apparent key of AH major. The distortion of the recently captured 

A minor is swiftly undone, with the bass AH reinterpreted as GG to support an inverted 

dominant back to AJ.12 The impact of this progression and others like it in “Gesang der 

Geister” did not go unnoticed.13 The irst performance in 1821 was received poorly, criti-

cized in a review in the (Viennese) Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung as “an accumulation of 

every imaginable musical modulation and evasion bereft of meaning, order, or purpose. 

The composer is like a great wagon driver ... veering now right, now left, then turning 

12 Remarkably, the juxtaposition of these SLIDE-related chords appears to have occupied Schubert across different 

versions of his setting of this Goethe text. His irst version cadences initially in AH major, while the second version 

lands in A minor. Sterling Lambert, in his examination of the evolution of Schubert’s approach to the song, notes 

this as a “mirror image.” Lambert, Re-Reading Poetry: Schubert’s Multiple Settings of Goethe (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 

2009), 132–49. In a similar fashion, Schubert’s third version begins in CG minor, the SLIDE partner of the eventual 

key of C major. The presence of the AJ /AH SLIDE in the inal version thus suggests a reconciliation of the different 

compositional possibilities that confronted the composer.

13 Cohn, “Star Clusters,” 241, traces the spread of the review, noting that, with the passing of time, the initially neg-

ative reception of Schubert’s harmony gave way to more appreciative—if still often analytically discomited—as-

sessments.
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back, constantly at this game, without a street to arrive at.”14 For a stanza that compares 

the human soul to water, ever falling and returning to heaven, this SLIDE-based sur-

prise has manifest poetic meaning and purpose, even if its “order” remains elusive.15 

Example 1: Schubert, “Gesang der Geister über den Wassern,” SLIDE to AH 
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œ œ œ œ œ

14 “Dagegen wurde der achtstimmige Chor von Hrn. Schubert von dem Publicum als ein Accumulat aller musikalischen 

Modulationen und Ausweichungen ohne Sinn, Ordnung und Zweck anerkannt. Der Tonsetzer gleicht in solchen 

Compositionen einem Grossfuhrmann, der achtspännig fährt, und bald rechts, bald links lenkt, also ausweicht, dann 

umkehrt, und dieses Spiel immerfort treibt, ohne auf eine Strasse zu kommen.” Anon. Reviewer, “Concert im k. 

k. Hofoperntheater,” Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung: Mit besonderer Rücksicht auf den österreichischen Kaiserstaat 5 (1821), 

183–84 (my translation). Suzannah Clark, who also cites this 1821 review, embarks on a historiography of such reac-

tions towards Schubert’s tonal relationships. She notes how pre-twentieth-century reception regarded Schubertian 

differences from Classical norms as idiosyncrasies rather than challenges to the heart of tonality: “In the nineteenth 

century, Schubert’s compositional efforts were never interpreted as battling directly with the tenets of Classical form 

or diatonic syntax. Rather, they were taken to deviate from them—like the somnambulist whose path is unclear” 

(Analyzing Schubert, 53). Clark inds that an interpreter like G. W. Fink found fault not because of the remoteness of 

Schubert’s tonal relationships per se, but because they would be broached without the aid of conventional cadential 

formulae. This harmonizes with Tymoczko’s observation that Schubert divorces tonal “juxtapositions from their 

traditional role, allowing them to occur within phrases rather than across phrase boundaries.” Tymoczko, A Geometry 

of Music: Harmony and Counterpoint in the Extended Common Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 282. The 

move to AH in “Gesang der Geister” would likely have offended Fink, not because of the audacity of the SLIDE-rela-

tion, but because of the anti-cadential alacrity with which it takes place.

15 Walther Dürr analyzes the whole of D. 714 in light of Schubert’s allegedly bizarre modulations. His interpretation of 

AH is as the upper mediant of the dominant of A major (75–76); in neo-Riemannian terms, AH=LP(E). Dürr, “Zwischen 

Liedertafel und Männergesang-Verein: Schuberts mehrstimmige Gesänge,” in Logos Musicae, Festschrift für Albert Palm, 

ed. Rüdiger Görner (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1982), 36–54.
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The expressive quality of this tonal rupture stems from a play with boundaries. 

Schubert’s SLIDE traverses what is usually an opaque border between opposing tonal 

conditions, and is readily mapped onto the oppositions—phenomenal and noumenal 

existence, life and death—suggested by Goethe’s text. The association of SLIDE with 

liminal spaces such as dream and (un)death is a trend largely initiated by Schubert, and 

it holds eerily fast through the nineteenth century and into the twenty-irst.16 Such semi-

tonal swerves can be exploited to create the impression of musical paradox. As argued by 

Candace Brower, these occur when “the logic of everyday [tonal] space, time and move-

ment gives way to impossible possibilities, leading us into contradictions no matter 

which way we turn—pathways are vertical yet circular, locations which are the same yet 

different, near yet far, above yet below.”17

SLIDE’s paradoxicality stems from its ability to mix tonal indicators of proxim-

ity together with those of remoteness. This lends the progression a vigorously unset-

tled affect, a perpetual wrenching between irreconcilable tonal pulls. Indicators that 

contribute to remoteness are primarily derived from diatonic-functional pitch spaces, 

whereas proximity stems from voice-leading and group-theoretic properties. These 

qualities can be categorized into four parameters: enharmonic reinterpretability, 

tonal function, scale construction, transformational word length, plus a ifth category, 

uniqueness, for miscellaneous exceptional properties. 

1) Enharmonic Reinterpretability: The spelling for the triad which is a product of 

an S operation involves enharmonic underdetermination of a potentially radical sort. 

Even with ample surrounding functional context, S-related progressions and regions 

threaten to breach the walls of diatonic logic: how exactly can one decide whether a 

[047]–[148] progression in C major lands on the minor sharp tonic (Gi, a chromatic semi-

tone away) or minor lat supertonic (Hii, a diatonic semitone away)?18 In “Gesang der 

Geister,” the enharmonic identity of pc8 is subjected to enharmonic “correction” from 

16 The idea of dream has been an important notion in Schubertian hermeneutics. See for example, Susan Wollenberg, 

“Schubert and the Dream,” Musical Times 132 (1980), 434–37 and Schubert’s Fingerprints: Studies in the Instrumental Works 

(Farnham: Ashgate, 2011) as well as Peter Pesic, “Schubert’s Dream,” 19th-Century Music 23/2 (1999), 136–44, http://

dx.doi.org/10.2307/746920. Wollenberg likens the unearthly (SLIDE-forming) F minor central section in the slow 

movement of the String Quintet, D. 956 to “a piece torn from a quite different movement [that] had intruded on the 

dreamlike E major mood of the ‘A’ section” (Schubert’s Fingerprints, 172). 

17 Brower, “Paradoxes,” 95. 

18 Comparison with other progressions that tempt enharmonic equivocation is instructive. The smoothest voice lead-

ings between a triad and its S-partner will always be a chord of the same inversion; C 5
3
 cG 5

3
 , C 6

3
 cG 6

3 , etc. This is unlike 

the behaviour of all non-step chromatic transformations, such as T
6
, T

6
P, LPL, LP/PL, and so on, whose ambiguity 

with respect to note-spelling may be tempered by characteristic smoothest voice leadings that are always between 

differently inverted triads. The dissimilarity of inversion in these moves helps suggest the action of tendency tones, 

particularly when one triad is in root position. No such hierarchical differentiation is possible for SLIDE; one chord 

may be heard as a pair of upper leading tones, and the other equally well as a pair of lower leading tones. 
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AH, functionally constituent of HI (!?), to GG, leading tone to A major. The propensity for 

enharmonic paradox may nevertheless be mitigated by the presence of the retained pc 

that serves as the third in both triads. Schubert goes out of his way to erase the continuity 

that the prominent common tone might convey. Yet in other cases, SLIDE’s enharmonic 

instability can be tempered by the natural tendency to hear triadic o3 in both chords as 

the self-same, if re-contextualized, musical object.

2) Function: If we are committed to using Roman numerals to dictate functional 

interpretation, then SLIDE is inherently ambiguous and necessarily chromatic. This is 

true of both interpretations that involve retention of a scale-step (e.g., iii–HIII) and those 

that shift the scale-step by diatonic semitone (e.g., IIIG–iv). In the absence of robust con-

text, it is impossible to judge which triad is more heavily weighted hierarchically. At the 

same time, strictly linear function is straightforward; an S relation can amount to double 

chromatic neighbours to a triad’s root and ifth. This is accomplished with near maxi-

mally smooth voice leading, requiring a net displacement of two semitones in the tight-

est compositional realizations. The “progression” can thus serve as a simple chromatic 

harmonization of a 1̂– J7̂–1̂ line, as happens locally in “Gesang.” Less conventionally, 

SLIDE may enable the upper-neighbour progression 1̂– H 2̂– 1̂, particularly in major, with 

the shared triadic third.19 Furthermore, certain SLIDES, including those to be placed 

under the umbrella of “S-mixture,” involve retention of an underlying scale-step, as with 

an alternation of diatonic and alternate-mode-borrowed submediants.

3) Scale Construction: SLIDE is an impossible progression within the diatonic col-

lection. This inassimilability makes the transformation an effective modulatory agent, 

the more striking for its exclusion from a given region’s constellation of closely related 

keys. Directly sliding modulations require +/- four accidentals when measured in terms 

of proximal keys along the circle of ifths (e.g., C and cG) and +/- eight accidentals for more 

distant keys (e.g., C and dH). In neither case is the second key’s root a member of the pa- 

rent diatonic scale or its modally-mixed cousin, and further chromatic alteration of an 

intermediate key is necessitated if S-regions are indirectly connected. (Inter-key progres-

sions between non-tonic Stufen are, of course, a wholly different matter.).

While S-related scales may differ greatly in accidental content, in the modulation 

involving +/- four accidentals, the pcs representing modal scale degrees 3̂, 6̂, and 9̂ are 

preserved rather than subjected to the stepwise slips of the other members of the par-

ent collection. Furthermore, when the shift involves the +/- four-accidental path, those 

degrees have the same enharmonic identity. Indeed, SLIDE can be conceived of as the 

19 An example of this paradigm occurs across the sectional bridge in the slow movement of Schubert’s String Quintet, 

D. 956 (mm. 28–29). 
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selective displacement of scale degrees  1̂,  2̂,  4̂, and  5̂ with retention of the remainders 

and attendant preservation of all letter names.20 This is a neat inversion of PARALLEL-

shifted keys, in which the modal degrees are the members that are changed. The high 

likelihood of parallel ifths or fourths for such displacements (not to mention potential 

cross- or double cross-relations) is a major strike against direct SLIDEs within the prohi-

bition-laden voice leading of the tonal Common Practice. Yet this is also part of its attrac-

tion for Romantic composers. The unidirectionality and equal size of these semitonal 

moves itself implies non-independence of voices, a warped variety of simple transposi-

tion perhaps, rather than concatenation of (inferred) inversions. 

4) Transformational Word Length: Transformational nomenclature aids in provid-

ing a derivation for SLIDE in terms of the number of implicit sub-relations that listeners 

may use to understand it. A number of these are supplied in Table 2. The complexity of a 

given interpretation is quantiied through the number of sub-transformations included 

within a compound operation.21 Here, as in the rest of the article, I employ the conven-

tionalized lexicon of triadic transformations: Tn, LPR, S and N(ebenverwandt), along 

with Lewinian diatonic functional transformations for patently functional motions.22 

SUBDOM and SUBMED relations are abbreviated as SUBD and SUBM respectively.23 For 

transformations involving transpositional operators (such as the non-dualistic DOM or 

Tn), I specify whether the compound applies to a major or minor triad. The right column 

provides Roman numeral “translations” of the functional transformations relative to an 

assumed initial major or minor triad. 

20 For a formal exploration of “signature transformations,” see Julian Hook, “Signature Transformations,” in Music 

Theory and Mathematics, ed. Jack Douthett et al. (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2008), 137–60. 

21 This is after Edward Gollin, “Representations of Space and Conceptions of Distance in Transformational Music The-

ories” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2000).

22 Unlike the tonally agnostic neo-Riemannian moves, diatonic tonal transformations such as DOM and SUBM posit 

speciic and hierarchically differentiated tonal sites. This admixture of functional and non-functional operations is 

necessitated by the pervasive blending in many sorts of chromatic music of different harmonic idioms—some ton-

ally secure, some radically untethered, many somewhere between. Choice between formally equivalent descriptions 

is the result of an analytic interpretation. When LR is recruited rather than DOM, it means that the progression so 

described hinges on a concatenation of pitch-displacements, rather than an overriding functional impulse. Because 

I allow dualistic and transpositional transformations to intermix freely, the path consistency condition (through 

which networks produce the same result for major and minor inputs) will inevitably, but with no analytical conse-

quence, be violated in my networks. As per Hook, path consistency is not a crucial desideratum for transformational 

analysis, and is better suited to interpretations that place more value on dualistic network properties than the cur-

rent study. See Hook, “Cross-Type Transformations and the Path Consistency Condition,” Music Theory Spectrum 29/1 

(2007), 1–40, http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/mts.2007.29.1.1. 

23 Use of the prime symbol with functional transformations reverses their direction. SUBM, for example, means “be-

comes the submediant of,” while SUBM′ means “goes to the mediant of.” Following Rings, Tonality and Transforma-

tion, putative tonics are granted doubly-circled nodes, while the depiction of implied or non-sounding elements 

with grey edges and nodes is of my own devising. Left-right orthography is used throughout. The symbol “•” entails 

composition of separate operations into a speciic subdivision of interest, or for clarity of reading, but bears no effect 

on transformational outcome.
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Table 2: Transformational word length for SLIDE interpretations

Word Length SLIDE-Product 

  as Roman Numeral 

[Left-Right Orthography] [Form: x/y/.../tonic]*

1.  

Inversion:  Invert ic5 about 3rd as in  I(C, G) or P′ (Morris 1998) Gi/I  (?) or HI/i (?)

Third-Retention: SLIDE, take to triad sharing third (Lewin 1987) “ ”

UTT: < -, 1, 11>   (Hook 2002) “ ”

2. 

Riemannian 1: Gegenterzschritt · Seitenwechsel iv/HVI/I or  V/Jiii/i 

Tn/P:  T
1
P (maj) / T

11
P (min) Hii/I or VIIG/i or shadow tonics   

  (see WL 1.)

Tritone Substitution: DOM · T
6
  HV/V/I

3. 

Altered Modal Chord: MED · P · MED′    HIII/I or Jiii/i

Karg-Elertian: MED′ · P · SUBM (maj) vi/IIIG/I

PLR Group Short 2: L · P · R vi/IIIG/I or III/Hvi/i

PLR Group Short: R · P · L  iii/VIG/I or VI/Hiii/i 

Riemannian 2: Terzschritt · Terzschritt · Seitenwechsel  iv/IIIG/IIIG/I or  V/Hvi/Hvi/I

Tonal Pitch Space Short:  SUBM′ · P · MED′  (maj) iii/VIG/I

Weitzmann Region Poles: N · R · N iv/III/iv/I or V/vi/V/i

4. 

Altered Derived Neapolitan in Major: SUBD′ · P · L · P (maj)  Hvi/IV/I

Chromatic Deceptive Cadence: DOM · PAR · SUBM · PAR (maj) Hii/V/I or Hvi/I

Tonal Pitch Space Medium: PAR · SUBM′ · SUBD′ · PAR (maj) iv/HVI/I

5.  

PLR Group Long: R · L · P · L · P (maj) /  P · L · P · L · R (min) Hvi/Hvi/vi/I or IIIG/IIIGIII/i

Tonal Pitch Space Long: PAR · MED′ · PAR · SUBD′· SUBD′ (maj) iv/iv/Hiii/I

6. 

Circle of Fifths (Short): (T
5
)5 · P(maj) /  (T

7
)5 · P (min) i/IV/IV/IV/IV/IV/I or I/v/v/v/v/v/i

Schoenbergian: DOM′ · PAR · MED′ · PAR · MED′ · PAR (maj) Hiii/Hiii/v/I

7. 

Mixed Thirds: L · R · L · R · L · R · L iii/III/iii/III/iii/III/iii/I or   

  VI/vi/VI/vi/VI/vi/VI/i

8.  

Circle of Fifths (Long): (T
7
)7 · P / (T

5
)7 · P v/V/V/V/V/V/V/V/I 

  or IV/iv/iv/iv/iv/iv/iv/iv/i

* Transformations of form P(AR) · X are translated into single Roman Numeral: e.g., P · MED′ (maj)  IIIG, not I/iii 
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At one extreme of this table, S is interpreted as a unary and direct operation. At the other, 

S can be heard as an accumulation of as many as eight ifths and a mode shift opera-

tion. In between are other motions of varying complexity. Instances of all these word 

lengths may be found in various repertoires during and after the nineteenth century. 

For instance, “S-mixture” for mediants (e.g., iii– HIII) has a word length of three, and 

is a favoured technique of Schubert’s. The transformational account could be literal-

ized as “(1) becomes the mediant of (2) a mode-shifted tonic which (3) then proceeds to 

its new mediant.” Another important category for the medium-length words are the 

ternary compounds LPR and RPL, in which the situation of P between L and R ensures 

that the initial triad’s third is retained. One further credible origin for S is as the minor 

Neapolitan region in a major key, which is spawned by the roundabout but functionally 

legible compound transformation of the subdominant, or SUBD′ • P • L • P.

5) Uniqueness: SLIDE enjoys a handful of properties that render it exceptional within 

the universe of 24 triadic progressions.24 As stated before, the root of a SLID-to triad is for-

eign to the parent diatonic and mixed scales. This in itself does not uniquely mark SLIDE as 

strange—G 4̂/H 5̂ is also necessarily such a “fringe” pitch. However, chords built with or on  

G ̂4/H ̂5 have no members of the original tonic triad, while SLIDE retains o3, high in the hierar-

chy of tonal space. SLIDE is the only move among the eight kinds of triadic step-progressions 

that has a common tone between triads. Equivalently, it is the only progression from a group 

of single and double common-tone retaining transformations (L, P, R, S, N, and Kopp’s F) 

that creates a step-progression between triadic roots. And inally, the 5–22 pc-set that results 

from the SLIDE is the only triadic polychord to contain exactly one of each of the four per-

mutations of two major/minor thirds (that is, the major, minor, diminished and augmented 

triads). This renders the transformation especially well suited for straddling both major and 

minor third spaces without belonging to an octatonic or hexatonic system. 

As is clear, for every aspect of the progression that projects a vast gulf, there is another 

that insinuates uneasy intimacy. Even in innocuous settings, SLIDE is capable of imply-

ing conlict between the tight logic of pure voice leading and the disruptive, key-ling-

ing impulses of pantriadicism. S-related harmonies can sound like triadic secret sharers, 

the irst Klang always harbouring the hidden, all-too-close presence of the other. Casting 

this progression as the revelation of its own lurking double aligns it closely with the 

Unheimlich (the Uncanny), which Richard Cohn has associated with another progression, 

his hexatonic poles (e.g., C–gG/aH).25 SLIDE’s doubleness may in fact make it more deserving 

24 I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer of this journal for suggesting some of these properties.

25 Cohn, “Uncanny Resemblances: Tonal Signiication in the Freudian Age,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 

57/2 (2004), 285–323, http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/jams.2004.57.2.285. 
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of the label than the fully alienated HEXPOLE. Both progressions owe their uncanny 

affect to competing cues for evaluating tonal meaning.26 My ascription of the Unheimlich 

to SLIDE does not strictly involve the blurring of consonance and dissonance that distin-

guishes HEXPOLE.27 Rather, the paradox is a matter of pure tonal proximity: it is both 

near and distant, utterly foreign and perfectly accessible. SLIDE harmonies are situated so 

close to each other, so easily available by the slightest semitonal nudges, that the progres-

sion can deliver a sense of distorted familiarity, of tonal “doppel-going” just as vividly as 

HEXPOLE—perhaps even more so, with its common third aurally stationary, yet shifting 

in affect with each mode change from benign to malevolent or earthbound to heavenly.28

s l i de s  i n  t h e ory

Before investigating Schubert’s usage of SLIDE systematically, it will be useful to detail 

some of the means by which theorists have explained the progression. That Hugo 

Riemann, Sigfrid Karg-Elert, Arnold Schoenberg, and contemporary neo-Riemannians 

should view the motion in sometimes incompatible ways is unsurprising given SLIDE’s 

tendency towards tonal multivalence. These harmonic narratives should be understood 

as distinct ways of hearing this relation. It ultimately depends on compositional con-

text—and analytic perspective—to activate one (or several). 

26 Cohn claims that HEXPOLE’s uncanniness rests in its presentation of contradictory information: how can contrary 

motion of chromatic semitones into a dissonant coniguration, a sonority bearing both G
^
7 and H

^
6, produce a conso-

nant seeming triad? Cohn’s listener is “forced to relinquish” one of the two mutually exclusive hearings, or prepare 

to surrender themselves to the “undecidable” duality of the progression. Cohn, “Uncanny Resemblances.”

27 That is to say, I see little utility in reading SLIDE-pairings in Schubert as involving triadically-contradictory tenden-

cy tones (e.g., G
^
1 + H

^
6, G

^
7 + H

^
5), whereas such incongruities are innate to HEXPOLE. More plausible might be cases in 

which the SLID-to trichord’s ic5 is spelled as a perfect ifth, while the third retains its note name from the initiating 

triad (e.g., H
^
2-

^
3-H

^
6). Such an odd quartal harmony clearly pushes the limits of acceptable Scheinkonsonanz on a local 

scale, but as a more background-level phenomenon, it may be useful in cases where SLIDEs facilitate a transforma-

tion from tonic to dominant-oriented harmony, as is the case in Schubert’s Lebensstürme (see below).

28 The trace of the uncanny suggests the conceit of harmonic “shadows.” Richard Bass, in his study of “wrong-note” 

chromatic displacements in Prokoiev, alludes to this image by arguing that displaced pitches constitute an illusion 

in which the diatonic note is a “shadow” of its chromatic replacement. These displacements, self-suficiently correct 

and “diatonic” in their own spans, can generate what Bass calls “shadow structures” that may govern moderate spans 

of otherwise conventionally tonally-centric music. The degree to which a tonal pillar chord (I, IV, or V) can admit 

displacement and still retain that function is a thorny issue. Because the tonic is by deinition assigned to a singular 

and ixed triadic root, HI or Gi cannot truly preserve tonic function—the Roman numeral assignation is, in a sense, 

purely hermeneutic. Bass, “Prokoiev’s Technique of Chromatic Displacement,” Music Analysis 7/2 (1988), 197–214. 

See also Gabe Fankhauser, “Flat Primary Triads, Harmonic Refraction, and the Harmonic Idiom of Shostakovich and 

Prokoiev,” in Musical Currents from The Left Coast, ed. Jack Boss and Bruce Quaglia (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge 

Scholars Press, 2005), 256–68.
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Hugo Riemann’s system of Harmonieschritte interprets the progression depending on 

the desired enharmonic relationship between the two related triads; Riemannian con-

struals will differ depending on whether the transformed scale step remains intact or 

shifts up or down by semitone.29 The Doppelterzwechsel relates a triad to a partner two major 

thirds upwards and then subject to inversion about its root.30 Its path through pitch space 

is thus C–E–GG–cG (the move is equivalent to a Doppelterzschritt followed by a Seitenwechsel). 

If the triad subject to this relation is the tonic, the result will be a triad spelled as a lat-

tened (i–HI) or sharpened variant (I–Gi), however paradoxical such a scale step might strike 

our monotonal sensibilities. Riemann, however, remarks that the presence of the common 

third “makes [the Doppelterzwechsel] considerably easier to understand.”31 Alternatively, 

with Riemann’s Gegenterzwechsel, one relates the irst triad to the dualistic inversion of the 

triad one major third downwards, so C–AH–dH.32 Given the same criteria as above, the result-

ant triad will either rest on the apparent root of a GVII or Hii triad—odd destinations to be 

sure, but functionally distinct from their tonic-originators and thus prone to less internal 

tonal contradiction. Even though Riemann inds it the more “scarcely comprehensible” of 

the two options, the Gegenterzwechsel proves to be the more versatile and will bear directly 

on many Schubert passages.33 Figure 1 renders these two “paleo”-Riemannian accounts of 

the progression as transformation networks involving four or three triads respectively. 

The example also includes Riemann’s own pseudo-transformational classes, which are 

analogous to, but conceptually distinct from, neo-Riemannian compounds.34

29 A similar differentiation of effect based on the enharmonic relationship of SLIDE-related chords is made by Lud-

wig Bussler with the diatonic version (C to dH) “unthinkable” and the chromatic version (C to cG) “not rare.” Bussler,  

Modulation der klassischen Meister (Berlin: Lüderitz, 1882), 178, 182, 196.

30 The Doppelterzwechsel and Gegenterzwechsel ind their most methodical deinitions in Riemann’s 1880 Systematik 

der Harmonieschritte from his Skizze einer neuen Methode der Harmonielehre. I use Nora Engebretsen’s translation, in 

“Neo-Riemannian Perspectives on the Harmonieschritte, with a Translation of Riemann’s Systematik der Harmonie- 

schritte,” in The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music Theories, 351–81. These progressions also igure in Riemann’s 

Neue Schule der Melodik (1883) and Systematische Modulationslehre (1887).

31 Engebretsen, “Neo-Riemannian Perspectives,” 376.

32 The latter has the advantage of greater economy, as has been observed by Gollin. See Gollin, “Text, Context, and 

Conceptions of Distance in Schubert’s In Der Ferne,” paper presented at the annual meeting of the New England Con-

ference of Music Theorists, Cambridge, 1999. 

33 Engebretsen, “Neo-Riemannian Perspectives,” 369. Gegenterzwechsel also avoids the functional paradoxes that re-

sult from chromatic alteration of unusual chordal roots, whether for dualistic ears the sharpened dominant (ogG) 

or to non-dualistic ears the raised tonic (cG). Interestingly, in Systematik der Harmonieschritte, Riemann claims that for 

the progression to be heard as intelligible, the mediating triad of the Gegenterzklang (e.g., HVI/the originating triad) 

should sound; this is not an imperative I have consistently seen observed in practice, and is not present in the Schu-

bert example Riemann himself proffers.

34 These and subsequent diagrams mix igural and formal information. The distinction between igural and formal 

network design is discussed in Lewin, Musical Form and Transformation: Four Analytic Essays (New Haven: Yale Univer-

sity Press, 1993); it is also developed in Rings, “Tonality and Transformation” (PhD diss., Yale University, 2006) and 

Rings, Tonality and Transformation. My use throughout of such hybrid igural/formal networks is intended to free my 

analyses from the sometimes stiling effects of using prescribed tonal spaces such as the Tonnetz, and in the process to 

allow contextual determination of transformational names, spaces, directions, and implied distances.
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Figure 1: SLIDE in Riemann’s Harmonieschritte system

Both of Riemann’s strategies insist that S-partners are related by implicit major-

third relations. The tendency for other German theorists to derive such semitonal pairs 

through mediants is observable in Karg-Elert and Schoenberg. Figure 2 illustrates their 

accounts. Because they involve diatonic functionality more explicitly, I employ non-du-

alistic functional transformations and reverse their arrows to demonstrate the percep-

tual governance of the tonic. Karg-Elert was in some ways a more committed dualist than 

even Riemann himself.35 He calls the relation Terzgleicher (“same third”) but explains its 

origin through displacement of the upper major mediant.36 In a C–cG relationship, the 

latter chord is arrived at irst by moving to the tonic’s upper M-function (E major). The 

upper M chord is then transferred to the parallel inlection of that mediant (an R trans-

formation). This is indicated by a lower-case p, and results in CG minor. Correspondingly, 

the Karg-Elertian function symbol for cG is TMp. A chord ostensibly resting on a G1̂ or G2̂ 

root is thereby interpreted as not only deriving from the mediant, but expressing medi-

ant function.37 

35 For an explication of Terzgleicher by an acolyte of Karg-Elert’s system, see Fritz Reuter, Praktische Harmonik des 20. 

Jahrhunderts. Konsonanz- und Dissonanzlehre nach dem System von Sigfrid Karg-Elert mit Aufgaben von Fritz Reuter (Halle: Mit-

teldeutscher Verlag, 1952), 119. For an English-language introduction to Karg-Elert’s dualistic theory, see Harrison, 

Harmonic Function, 313–21. See also Kopp, Chromatic Transformations, 124. 

36 Sigfrid Karg-Elert, Polaristiche Klang- und Tonalitätslehre (Leipzig: Leuckart, 1930), 228–30, 244–45.

37 Karg-Elert interestingly proposes a “Septgleicher” extension of the principle in which the “under-seventh” of a half-di-

minished seventh chord (A, in A-C-EH-G) is preserved when the chord is inverted (in this case to B-DG-FG-A).
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Figure 2: SLIDE in Karg-Elert’s Terzgleicher system and Schoenberg’s Chart of the Regions

Schoenberg eschews dualism but not Byzantine contrivance, at least not always.38 He 

places what are effectively S-related triads at the fringes of his “Chart of the Regions,” as 

the major mediant’s submediant (C–E–cG)—an origin similar in pathway if not function 

to Karg-Elert’s Terzgleicher. Another, more convoluted path locates dH in relation to C as 

the lat minor mediant of the lat minor mediant of the minor ive chord (Hiii/Hiii/v). Such 

tortuous functional explanations are not inherently implausible, particularly for relat-

ing keys rather than chords, as they do for Schoenberg. The high demand they place on 

listeners’ tonal acuity to reconstruct their pathways is a mode of hearing that is squarely 

at odds with the unary, self-suficient impact of a Kurthian absolute progression; it is a 

tension we will see play out in my analysis of Schubert’s Grand Duo.39

Without question, there are analytic uses for highly mediated interpretations of 

SLIDE. Yet the tendency for modern theorists of triadic harmony has been to strive for 

simpler, “directly intelligible” relations. Christopher Segall has explored how, long 

before SLIDE entered North-American theoretical vocabulary, it was being discussed 

by mid-twentieth century Russian theorists, with Lev Mazel dubbing the progression 

odnotertsovye sootnosheniye—the “common third relation”—as early as the 1950s.40 Given 

38 Schoenberg, Structural Functions of Harmony, ed. Leonard Stein (New York: Norton, 1969), 20.

39 Also in the tradition of interpretation relations in terms of a concatenation of other tonal moves is the tonal pitch 

space model of Fred Lerdahl’s tonal pitch space. In Lerdahl’s model, a minimum of three intermediary “pivot” tonal 

regions must be conceptually passed through to obtain a pairing of SLIDE tonics. Lerdahl’s interregional distance 

values from I to Gi are either 23 or 28, while those from I to Hii are either 30 or 35. By contrast, the closest regions to 

a tonic have values of 7, and only HII, GIV, Hvi and VII have equal or greater values. See Lerdahl, Tonal Pitch Space (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2001), http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/40285402. 

40 Segall argues that Russian theory’s prioritization of harmonic function and tonal context allowed theorists like Ma-

zel and Kholopov to conceptualize SLIDE in different, more productive terms than American neo-Riemannians, 

who he argues have sometimes overly isolated the progression from musical syntax. Christopher Segall, “Triadic 

Music in Twentieth-Century Russia” (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2013).
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the progression’s ubiquity in the music of twentieth-century Russian composers, it 

is itting that theorists close to this repertoire should have isolated the motion before 

theorists in America, who at the time were more occupied with institutionalizing theo-

ries for common-practice and atonal corpuses than investigating contemporary triadic 

chromaticism.

The common third nevertheless forms the basis of explanation for recent theorists 

as well, following Lewin’s example. Whereas in-de-siècle theorists interpreted SLIDE 

through third relations, some American theorists have assigned it a status dependent on 

the mode shift (P/PARALLEL) operation. In his study of Prokoiev, Neil Minturn treats it 

as the “third lip,” linking it with the P-homologue “ifth lip.”41 Robert Morris similarly 

relates SLIDE to P by proposing a igurative “inversion” of the deinition of P, in which 

the axis interval and shifted pitch of P are reversed to an axis pitch and shifted interval.42 

Thus, for a C minor rooted Klang, P=I 0
7 

(3) while S= I 3
3 

(0)+ I 3
3 

(0). Figure 3 represents this 

unary account through a simple transformation diagram. 

Figure 3: SLIDE as simple inversion

Neo-Riemannians may depict SLIDE as a derived transformation composed out of 

three constituent operations, either LPR or RPL; this can be illustrated either as an hour-

glass-shaped “lipping” motion on the Tonnetz or as a three-move shift along the group of 

six triads all sharing the same pitch class. These are represented in Figure 4, which shows 

both traditional Tonnetz and transformation network-based visualizations. SLIDE is not 

parsimonious in the way the canonical operations of NRT are, for it displaces two pitches 

rather than one to arrive at another triad. However, its tightest voice leading nudges a 

triad by only two semitones (a property it shares with Nebenverwandt, the inversional dou-

ble of L). SLIDE has at least as much claim to smooth voice leading as R, if instead of 

common-tone retention, net semitone displacement—what Cohn calls “voice-leading 

41 Minturn, The Music of Sergei Prokoiev (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997).

42 Morris, “Voice Leading Spaces,” Music Theory Spectrum 20/2 (1998), 175–208, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/746047. 
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work”—is taken as the criterion of parsimony.43 This is parsimony in the abstract sense, 

as minimal work in an idealized setting between Klangs. As is often the case with pro-

gressions that are abstractly parsimonious, instances in the actual musical literature are 

anything but. As the example from “Gesang der Geister” suggests, Schubert tends to 

enhance the shadowy expressive proile of SLIDE by minimizing voice-leading continu-

ity (along with textural and thematic unity).

Figure 4: SLIDE as pathway in Tonnetz and LPR compounds

One inal account should be introduced, that of wholesale displacement. Inspired by 

Richard Bass’s formulation of penumbral semitonal relations in Prokoiev, one may con-

ceive of SLIDE as the lifting and modal adjustment of an initial Klang. Figure 5 portrays 

this account through the transpositional compound of T1P. The retention of the triadic 

third in these cases is all-important. Inversional and transposition-type transformations 

suggest a paradoxical transference between two tonics, an especially insistent form of 

tonal “reciprocity” in which each chord acts as the other’s double, neither ceding its 

43 Cohn, Audacious Euphony, 6–7. SLIDE can be generalized to model progressions between trichords other than [037]. 

S
Generalized 

is any operation that retains an interior pitch amidst conjunct outer-voice motion by semitone (allowing for 

inversion). S-leading can be deined as the inversion of exterior intervals about a retained central tone such that the 

set-class is replicated; this amounts to deining a DOUTH2 relation on a trichord such that the trichordal set class is 

preserved. Only four of the twelve trichords are capable of this inversional motion: [013], [025], [037], and [016]. This 

symmetry owes to the trichords having two “thirds” differing in size by semitone. These are the same four trichords 

that are uniquely capable of parsimonious self-mapping by motion of one semitone, as observed by Joseph N. Straus, 

“Voice Leading in Set-Class Space,” Journal of Music Theory 49/1 (2005), 45–108, http://dx.doi.org/10.1215/00222909-

2007-002. This is also thanks to the asymmetrical-by-one-semitone intervallic construction these sets share. Similar 

reasoning can extend SLIDE-like voice leading to seventh chords and beyond.
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claim to hierarchical primacy.44 It is for this reason that, when analyzing Schubert, these 

two interpretations will fall under the descriptive rubric of “shadow” transformations.45

Figure 5: SLIDE as tonic displacement 

s l i de s  i n  s c h u be rt

Paradigms 

The accounts of SLIDE given in the previous section provide a picture of the way 

S-generated regions may relate to each other, either directly or through intermediary 

triads. However, they do not yet offer an explanation of how SLIDEs are functionally inte-

grated into predominantly diatonic music such as Schubert’s. Table 3 lists eight paradigms 

through which SLIDE may be incorporated into a common-practice idiom, and indicates 

whether or not the individual paradigm preserves tonal function. With the exception of 

paradigm 8, which is characteristic of jazz harmony rather than German romanticism, 

all have been extrapolated from instances in Schubert’s oeuvre. The crucial middle col-

umn, “Function Preservation,” states whether the transformed triads retain their essen-

tial tonal identity (such as “dominant” and “mediant”). This is tied to—but not strictly 

determinative of—whether the progression moves by diatonic or chromatic semitone. 

 

44 Cohn, Audacious Euphony, 46–48.

45 Schubert’s propensity for these Janus-like major/minor mode equivalences has long elicited the attention of theo-

rists. For example, Wollenberg notes a “preoccupation with the major and minor forms of a given key as ‘two sides of 

a coin’ with properties of lexibility and interchangeability in their use.” Wollenberg, Schubert’s Fingerprints, 43.
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Table 3: Paradigms for incorporation of SLIDE in tonal contexts

Paradigm Function Preservation Example

1. Linear Elaboration No c: c–CH–eH–F

2. SLIDE-Mixture Yes C: e–EH

3. V/Hvi or I/Hii Axis No C: aH–G

4. Dominant Transformation Yes c: G–B–c

5. S-Cycle Potential c: c–B–EH–G

6. Shadow Scale-Step Ambiguous c: c–CH

7. Key Chaining No …c–B–gG–GJ....

8. Tritone Substitution No (Yes for T
6
-related chord) C: d–(G)–DH–C

We are now prepared to ix our lens squarely on Schubert’s paradigms, assimilations and 

paradoxes alike. I will introduce these in the order in which they appear in Table 3, from 

linear to mixture and axial-based derivations to SLIDEs of a more intrinsically chromatic 

impetus (corresponding to categories 5–7). A caveat before embarking on these analyses: 

it is generally the case that even for the most functionally explicable SLIDEs, the imme-

diate impact in Schubert’s music is one of a wholesale shifting of tonal ground, such that 

the resulting region might seem to project tonic function. This distinct quality owes 

much to the stark breaks and textural shifts with which Schubert prefers to introduce 

the relation. Even if analysis can fully normalize the progression within a clear diatonic 

or linear framework, a irst-time listener may still hear (and relish) pure paradoxicality at 

the instant of an S-relation.

Linear Progressions

While most of Schubert’s SLIDEs can be understood in some way as aspects of some 

participation in broader linear patterns, a few owe their tonal integration primarily to 

contrapuntal, rather than functional, processes. “In der Ferne” from Schwanengesang 

demonstrates this nicely. Ludwig Rellstab’s poem conveys the woe of a persona exiled 

from his homeland and estranged from his love. The text of the irst strophe is repro-

duced in Example 2. An unmediated swing in m. 18 from the B minor tonic to BH major 

has raised the eyebrows of a prodigious number of commentators and theorists. Appalled 

by the “insolently placed harmonic distortions” in this song, the critic G. W. Fink 
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lambasted Schubert for transporting musical culture to a “state of anarchy.”46 Schenker 

was more accommodating. In his Oktaven und Quinten, he opined that the offending pro-

gression was one step along a Quintzug in B minor, anticipating, if not absolving the sem-

itonal motion B–AG that opens the song.47

Example 2: Rellstab, In der Ferne, strophe 1

Wehe, den Fliehenden, Alas, those who lee

Welt hinaus ziehenden!— Who go out into the world,

Fremde durchmessenden, Who travel strange parts,

Heimat vergessenden, Forgetting their homeland,

Mutterhaus hassenden, Hating their own home  

Freunde verlassenen Abandoning their friends

Folget kein Segen, ach! Them, ah, no blessing follows

Auf ihren Wegen nach! Upon their way!

At its irst appearance, the anarchic progression gouges a tonal hole in the line “[those] 

who travel strange lands, forgetting their homeland, hating their own home.” Inasmuch 

as B minor represents the persona’s lost home, the shocking veer to BH—replete with 

unvarnished parallel octaves in the outer voices—suggests a renunciation, or even for-

getting, of that harmonic point of stability. Yet one does not simply forget a tonic, even in 

Schubert’s most adventurous style, any more than the poem’s persona can escape the nos-

talgic grip of his lost home. BH initiates a chromatic passus duriusculus that sags hopelessly 

down to the dominant, summarized in the sketch in Example 3. Parallels, so striking a 

component of the passage’s expression, are not reduced out; indeed, I indicate two other 

spots where octaves between bass and top voice are also manifest. Try as he might, the 

persona of “In der Ferne” is unable to shake himself loose from the painful grip of mem-

ory, any more than the renunciatory key of BH can stand as a legitimate new tonal home. 

46 Quoted in Joseph Kerman, “A Romantic Detail in Schubert’s ‘Schwanengesang’,” in Schubert: Critical and Analytic Stud-

ies, ed. Walter Frisch (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), 48–64. Kerman also observes that BH serves as a 

passing harmony, although he envisions it acting on a more local level, transporting i to Hiii, rather than as part of 

a longer line to V. Richard Kramer and Scott Messing note many other commentators beguiled by this passage, in-

cluding Mast, Ambros, Brahms, Bussler, and Schoenberg. See Kramer, Distant Cycles: Schubert and the Conceiving of Song 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 103–05, http://dx.doi.org/10.7208/chicago/9780226452333.001.0001, 

and Messing, Schubert in the European Imagination, Volume 2: Fin-de-Siècle Vienna (Rochester: Rochester University Press, 

2007), 178–80. Messing intimates a potential connection with the tonal plan of Schoenberg’s string sextet Verklärte 

Nacht, which features, among other things, a shift from dark to light by the unmediated key shift EH minor to D major 

(Messing, Ibid., 178–180). 

47 Schenker, Oktaven, 4. An extended discussion of Schenker’s take on this song, along with a critical and linear analysis 

that harmonizes with my own, can be found in Kramer, Distant Cycles, esp. 102–08.
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Example 3: Schubert, “In der Ferne,” mm. 16–28 linear analysis
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SLIDE Mixture

Table 4 depicts the various ways SLIDEs can commute between diatonic harmonic sta-

tions, represented as links between Roman numerals according to underlying alteration, 

preservation, or shadowing of tonal function. Mode mixture is a function-preserving 

process, leaving the diatonic role of a Stufe unaltered when it acts on a chordal level (with 

the exception, perhaps, of viioóHVII). The modally-mixed motions in the top left quad-

rant of Table 4 are in essence on-the-spot applications of mixture to non-tonal pillar 

chords (e.g., II, III, and VI). Function-altering SLIDEs, by contrast, usher in qualitatively 

different Stufen. Function alteration and preservation are further distinguished from the 

more speculative function-“shadowing” operations, which inlect tonal pillar chords 

ostensibly without shifting their basic scale-steps.

Mode mixture is a pervasive and well-studied feature of Schubert’s style.48 Cross-

pollination of major and minor modes enables a great many of his SLIDEs, and gen-

erally does so in a manner that poses little challenge to the underlying clarity of key. 

With SLIDE mixture, SLIDE acts as an usher between natural and lattened versions 

of a single Stufe, changing harmonic color rather than content. As Cohn explains, this 

process allows the relation to occur in repertoires predating Schubert’s general eman-

cipation of SLIDE: “In the eighteenth century, S-related triads are less likely to be jux-

taposed directly than to substitute for one another, as alternative modal expressions of 

… mediant or submediant degrees.”49 Such substitutional accounts of inlected chords 

48 Treated, for example, in Beach, “Modal Mixture and Schubert’s Harmonic Practice,” Journal of Music Theory 42/1 

(1998), 73–100, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/843853. 

49 Cohn, Audacious Euphony, 64. S relations that do not it the paradigm of S mixture in eighteenth-century music are 

indeed exceedingly rare. For a remarkable example, see the modulation from B major to C minor at m. 16 of the irst 

scene of Mozart’s Zaide. 
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differ from the more normative explanation of mixed mediants/submediants as the 

result of scale-collection manipulation. Rather than entailing alteration of the scale in 

order to acquire “borrowed” harmonies, SLIDE mixture simply alters the target chord 

itself. In this light, a lat submediant in major is the product of a SLIDE transformation 

applied to the normal submediant (SUBM′•S) rather than a P operation on the tonic fol-

lowed by SUBM′. The difference in harmonic accounting is represented schematically in 

the transformational network of Figure 6. This way of thinking captures the sense that 

some “borrowed” chords in nineteenth century music relate to their functional proto-

types without necessarily referring to the minor version of their key—a connection that 

Schubertian mixture, where major and minor verge on interchangeability, is likely to 

erase rather than reinscribe anyway.50

50 Slipping from natural to lattened supertonic is the origin of SLIDE in Kopp’s system of tonal transformations. How-

ever, as a pure motion (i.e., iióHII) it is rare in Schubert, because the Neapolitan is uncommon in major settings and 

the supertonic is a diminished triad in minor settings. HII is more typically generated by a leading-tone alteration of 

the minor subdominant, e.g., as L(iv).

Table 4: SLIDE relationships between Roman numerals

Function Preserving (Mode-Mixing) Function Altering (Tritone Substitutions)

A) iióHII  A) iióHV/V

B) iiióHIII  B) iiióHV/ii

C) vióHVI  C) vióHV/V

D) viiGóHVII  D) viiGóHV/III 

  

Function Altering   Function Shadowing

A) IóHii  A) IóGi

B) ióVIIG  B) ióHI

C) IVóHv  C) IVóGiv

D) ivóIIIG 
   

D) ivóHIV

E) VóHvi   E) VóGv

F) vóGIV   F) vóHV
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Figure 6: Traditional mode mixture vs. SLIDE mixture 

Recruiting both modal lavours of the mediant triad as twin third-dividers is a 

favourite strategy of Schubert’s. The transformational series MED′•S•S•MED captures 

the essential harmonic trajectory that makes available a pair of these SLIDE mediants in 

a major key (and contrasts it to the scale-alteration model).51 This pattern forms the basic 

plan of the last of the thirteen Variations on a Theme by Anselm Hüttenbrenner, D. 576, 

in which Schubert sends the underlying Klang crisscrossing through parallel versions of 

both mediant and tonic triads, with only slight changes to the variation’s theme at the 

onset of each modulation. These alterations are reproduced in Example 4. The variation’s 

resulting key succession is thus the product of a symmetrical transformational plan of 

P•P•MED′•S•S•MED•P, shown in Figure 7. The absence of the inal PARALLEL operation 

owes simply to Schubert’s insistence on a reverse-Picardy ending, rounding off the varia-

tion in the key of the entire set, A minor, rather than the variation’s initial A major. 

Example 4: Transformation of the “Hüttenbrenner” motive in Variation no. XIII
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51 Mediant S-mixture also nicely enables a melodic descent pattern of
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Figure 7: “Hüttenbrenner” Variations transformational network

A more convoluted application of the same S-mixing principle, blended with ele-

ments of more traditional mixture, occurs in the irst movement of the Grand Duo. The 

passage in question, the onset of the third key area in the three-key exposition, is repro-

duced in reduced form in Example 5. In its short duration, it manages to subject both 

submediant and tonic to S transformations. 

Example 5: Schubert, Sonata in C major D. 812 (Grand Duo), i, mm. 80–95
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Figure 8 treats the passage to a similar diachronic network as in earlier cases, now 

tailored to show emergent S pairings with arrows spanning triadic nodes (subsidiary 

ifth-relations are also shown with diagonal arrows). Nowhere does the transforma-

tion in question act immediately on a triad. However, the fact that the members of the 

progression that are locally prolonged (indicated by a dotted node) are the ones being 

chromatically mirrored helps bring SLIDE to the perceptual foreground. Schubert 

inlects the tonic triad that starts the phrase in order to open up the scalar space used 

by the SLID-to submediants. This is an initial concession to traditional scalar mixture. 

Following a transmutation into the parallel minor, G is sent to EH major (its mixed sub-

mediant). Remarkably, that submediant is then converted into a dominant of the alien 

GG minor (G’s SLIDE partner, functionally explicable as Hii), before giving way to E minor 

(the major submediant, and EH’s SLIDE partner). E is suficient to reorient the passage 

back to G major, which is accomplished with a PAC at mm. 93–95.52 Despite the fast and 

clean return, the strangeness of this moment lingers, and as we shall see, it is a manifes-

tation of a much larger SLIDE fascination in the Grand Duo.

Figure 8: Grand Duo, transformational analysis of transition

 

52 An alternative way to analyze this passage is to treat the succession EHgGBeG as part of an N•R-cycle. Cohn, 

Audacious Euphony, 61–65 demonstrates that N/R cycles feature into several works by Schubert and argues that these 

are instances of a broader usage of Weitzmann space. Despite the presence of an incomplete N•R succession, I see this 

passage as based on the inlection of the tonic and submediant by SLIDE. This has the advantage of explaining the 

entirety of mm. 80–95 rather than just 85–91, and incorporates both the dualistic and functional facets that drive this 

passage forward.
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SLIDE Axes

The passage from the Grand Duo raises another category of possibilities for integration 

within Schubert’s tonal style: alternation of major tonic and minor Neapolitan or major 

dominant and lat minor submediant—what I term I/Hii and V/Hvi axes. The notion 

comes from Christopher Wintle, who coined the term “Neapolitan complex” as a feature 

of Brahms’s music (with Schubertian precedents).53 Wintle argued that such complexes 

can be embedded in multiple levels of tonal structure, manifesting not only in I/ióHII/Hii 

relations but recursively into semitonal motions above the dominant (e.g., VóHVI/Hvi).54 

In the Grand Duo, the triad gG/aH, remote though it is from G major and surrounded 

by the obscuring effect of tonicized chromatic regions, might still be interpreted as a Hii 

with regard to the passage’s overarching tonic. Visitation of the minor Neapolitan, even 

through ornamental procedures such as placing a 6
4

-sonority over a pedal HVI, is a dis-

tinct Schubertian ingerprint. The chord is often prepared by elaborating the lattened 

submediant with a minor triad a fourth above it, so that Hii = iv/HVI, as is produced by the 

simple cadential model in Example 6.55 This interpretation hews closely to Riemann’s 

Gegenterzwechsel; in neo-Riemannian terms, S=PL•N, where N is the Nebenverwandt rela-

tion that behaves in an equivalent manner to Riemann’s Seitenwechsel.56 A similar axial 

relationship can emerge between the major dominant and the lat minor submediant—

the chord that is emblematic of what Matthew Bribitzer-Stull calls the “Tarnhelm pro-

gression,” after the relation’s iconic use in Wagner’s Rheingold.57 Blurring the line between 

deceptive cadences and full modulations, immediate chordal motions along a V/Hvi axis 

distinguish a number of passages listed in Table 3. SLIDE-complexes of this sort tend to 

53 See Wintle, “The ‘Sceptered Pall’: Brahms’s Progressive Harmony,” in Brahms 2: Biographical, Documentary, and Analyt-

ical Studies, ed. Michael Musgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 197–222. Wintle formulated this 

complex speciically for music from Brahms that often hinges on a SLIDE-axis; it is located particularly in pieces 

involving the keys of E major and F minor, such as the Cello Sonata, op. 38 and the song “Unbewegte laue Luft,” Op. 

57 No. 8. Wintle argues that, as in the music of Schubert before him, Brahms’s employment of this E/F complex is tied 

to expressive contrasts of “passivity and turbulence” (204). 

54 Wintle’s formulation of this complex does not include only SLIDE related keys, but T
1
 and T

1
P keys as well. However, 

he is hasty to dismiss any forms of a downwards complex (such as IóVII/vii), claiming “this inverse relationship…

is both problematic and puzzling, although undeniably thought-provoking, and need concern us no further here.” 

Wintle, “Sceptered,” 203. For more on modally-mixed Neapolitan relationships in Schubert, see Wollenberg, Schu-

bert’s Fingerprints, 40–43.

55 Alternatively, the submediant may be heard as tonicizer, as HVI=V/Hii. Both interpretations are described by the N 

relation and in some cases where the tonicized/tonicizer conlict is irresolvable, that tonally non-committal relation 

is preferable to diatonic functional operators.

56 The minor Neapolitan as an embellishmental expansion of the submediant is a plausible interpretation of the strik-

ing coda to Schubert’s Impromptu in GH major, D. 899 no. 3, a passage that has puzzled many theorists. For a recent 

example, see Rings, “Riemannian Analytical Values, Paleo- and Neo-,” in The Oxford Handbook of Neo-Riemannian Music 

Theories, 486–511, http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780195321333.013.0018. 

57 Bribitzer-Stull, “From Nibelheim to Hollywood: The Associativity of Harmonic Progression,” in The Legacy of Richard 

Wagner: Convergences and Dissonances on Aesthetics and Reception, ed. Luca Sala (Turnhout: Brepols, 2012), 157–83.
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possess the functional proiles of both Neapolitan and minor submediant axes, and dis-

tinguishing between possibilities largely requires evaluating cadential focus in passages 

where they arise.

Example 6: SLIDE as byproduct of lattened submediant embellishment

Dominant Transformation

A closely related procedure, though not an axial one in Wintle’s sense, is the S-based 

dominant transformation. The essential procedure here is to exchange the dominant of 

a minor tonic with the tonic’s SLIDE partner, generating a GVIIi progression. As a chord 

rooted on the leading tone and containing two additional chromatic tendency tones (Go2 

and Go4), GVII can absorb dominant function.58 The transformational account for dom-

inant transformation is identical to that of the Gegenterzwechsel, with the slight differ-

ence that N can now be replaced with a more irmly functional DOM•P. This equivalence 

points to an important ambiguity in SLIDE usage in Romantic harmony: its poten-

tial mixture of the indicators of tonal closure (as with dominant transformation) and 

vagrancy (as with the deceptive-cadence-tinged V/Hvi axes). 

Schubert’s Fantasy in F minor, D. 940, another work for four-hand piano, demon-

strates the often unavoidable bivalence inherent in third-preserving semitonal motions. 

The piece, which includes four quasi-symphonic movements stitched together into a 

single long whole, features three SLIDEs, all in the opening sonata-form “movement.” 

These events acquire extra prominence because they occur at formally critical moments: 

moving into and out of the development section, and across the boundary from irst to 

second movement. All three share essentially the same motivic and textural guise, a 

thinning down to softly repeated triads undergirded by a murky bass and a semitonally 

quavering chordal ifth. 

58 See Smith, “Functional Extravagance,” 126–27.
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Example 7 shows the basis of the transition into the development, from mm. 63–66, 

a moment that Maurice Brown found “abrupt, almost gauche.”59 Note the otherworldly 

effect Schubert produces by anticipating the DH minor a measure prematurely in the bass 

while upper voices cling to the pitches of C major, producing a whiff of an S-derived 4-18 

tetrachord. (Indeed, the ringing sound of G5 gives an overall impression of 5-22!) The 

exposition’s dangling V/f is led to i/dH, a shift that at once sounds like a stunning decep-

tive cadence (V/Hvi axis) and, in a perverse way, a “correct” resolution of GVII/DH (DOM 

transformation). This dual function is represented in the transformation network of 

Figure 9, which shows two simultaneous accounts of the transition, the irst relying on 

an implicit substituted dominant of DH (i.e., AH), while the second involves an implicit, 

deceptively denied tonic of C major, F minor.60 (The implicit harmonies, here and in sub-

sequent diagrams, are indicated by greyed nodes and chord names, and are connected to 

the heard tonal stations by dotted edges.) DH minor in the development section is estab-

lished as a local i, but soon heads to A minor—dH’s own minor submediant, hinting at an 

unheard SLIDE with the region’s frustrated dominant of AH. The modulation terminates 

on a dominant of A, and in a nice parallelism, Schubert employs precisely the same trick 

to get out of the development as he did to get into it: E major SLIDEs directly into F minor 

to initiate the recapitulation.

Example 7: Schubert Fantasy in F minor D. 940, mm. 63–66
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59 Maurice Brown, Essays on Schubert (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1966), 91.

60 The four chords involved in this example, and functional mutability of the pitch EJ/FH, recall Cohn’s “double agent 

complex” (Audacious Euphony, 72–76). These complexes are a persistent transformational unit in Romantic music, 

slices of a Weitzmann region created through iterated Ns and Rs. They may facilitate a I-ivH-HVI-(ivH/HVI) or i-III-

ivH/III-V progression, with the S-relation understood as the result of NRN or RNR. Cohn (ibid., 59–60) notes that 

Weitzmann regions have no natural cyclical ordering on the basis of voice-leading proximity alone, and the SN-cycle 

stands as an alternative to the more syntactically normative RN-cycle he observes in the Romantic repertoire. 
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Figure 9: Fantasy in F minor, transformational analysis of transition into and out of development

SLIDE Symmetries

The linkage of Schubert’s manoeuvre into and out of the development in the F minor 

Fantasy is enabled by a deeper sort of musical patterning that SLIDE can generate. Taken 

together, the Hvi of the V/Hvi axis (dH), its own Hvi (a), and the home key of F minor form 

a major-third cycle. It is an example of an SN-cycle, Nebenverwandt here standing for the 

major dominant-to-minor tonic progression. In this case, the cycle is spun off the dom-

inant, launched by an S-transformation of V. This procedure yields a hexatonic progres-

sion that is capable of visiting chromaticized mediants and submediants; its structure 

in the Fantasy is represented in the transformation network of Figure 10. The space gen-

erated by the SN-cycle embeds a minor hexatonic cycle (the tonic-oriented one) within a 

major one (the dominant-oriented cycle, with implied AH). 

Figure 10: S Cycle on the dominant

Because they are predicated on an equal division of the octave, SN-cycles may require 

acts of enharmonic contortionism if individual pitches are felt to act as tendency tones. 
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Schubert’s four-hand piano Allegro in A Minor, D. 947 (Lebensstürme), illustrates the need 

for—and the pitfalls of—this approach. The piece contains a striking instance of an 

SN-cycle that prolongs the dominant, rather the tonic. Following a primary theme in A 

minor, what initially sounds like another “gauche” transition to a new theme in the same 

key by an arpeggiated dominant-seventh reveals itself to be a clever act of misdirection. 

The bass’s arrival at m. 85 on the leading tone GG is subsequently reinterpreted as the root 

of the new key of AH major, which proceeds to initiate the secondary theme zone (shown 

in Example 8). AH major is S-related to A minor and thus appears to occupy the bizarre 

functional position of being a lat tonic. The dusky and vaguely ecclesiastical tone of this 

new theme buttresses the impression that this tonal area not just a misspelled form of 

VIIG, but a genuine Bass-style “shadow” of the original tonic—a truly bizarre, pseu-

do-monotonal location for a secondary theme.61 That is, before another enharmonic feint 

forces reappraisal of the source of that shadow.62

Example 8: Schubert, Allegro in A minor D. 947 (Lebensstürme), transition to and entry of secondary 

theme (mm. 80–90)

Allegro ma non troppo
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61 The thematic material here is, not insigniicantly, borrowed from the “Kyrie” of Schubert’s Mass in EH, D. 950, mm. 

51–59). Thanks to Alex Rehding for pointing out this connection. The rhetorical impact stemming from the contrast 

of hymnal and Sturm und Drang topics is discussed in Rings, “Tonality and Transformation,” 214. 

62 Not all interpretations read the second subject as occupying some tonal umbra of A minor. Janet Schmalfeldt, in an 

analysis that focuses on musical moments of “turning inward,” hears the theme and its subsequent iteration in C 

major as “diaphanous” and bathed in an “ethereal glow”—this as a by-product of the effect of the AH theme’s ram-

iications “radiating outward.” That her degree of radiance differs from mine is less pertinent, perhaps, than our 

shared impulse to impose visual (and in my case very Kurthian) metaphors of luminance on such musical moments. 

See Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming: Analytic and Philosophical Perspectives on Form in Early Nineteenth-Century Music 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 136–43.
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Lebensstürme bears a three-keyed exposition, and AH soon modulates to C major in 

a similar enharmonic sleight of hand. C major is not only the main key’s conventional 

mediant; it also stands in a major-third relation to the dominant, just as AH did to C and 

E. As the tonal scheme of the exposition is unfurled, then, the initial SLIDE shifts in its 

functional implication, from a much more radical tonic-orientation to a progressively 

more conventional mediant, and ultimately, dominant-orientation.63 The most elegant 

interpretation of the secondary theme’s irst appearance is in terms of a major third 

cycle around the dominant, as GG, rather than AH. The elaboration of the dominant with 

a third cycle initiated by a SLIDE from a minor tonic draws the equivalence S(i)=LP(V). 

Filling in the path that E takes in the exposition’s second repeat—to F minor—and the 

unused space around CG, we can now see that the basic form of this dominant-prolong-

ing SN-cycle is the same as that observed in the Fantasy. The difference here is that the 

placement of tonic and dominant are switched, which leads to an equivalently shaped 

(but strictly non-isographic) series of embedded cycles. Figure 11 charts this space, along 

with the shifting role of pc8 relative to the tonic. The diagram shows that the whole sec-

ond subject zone embeds an LP cycle acting directly on the dominant, E.64 This is a dom-

inant hexatonic system, akin to the major third functional “regions” that Cohn uses to 

analyze Schubert’s late BH-major Piano Sonata.65

Figure 11: Transformational analysis of Lebensstürme exposition

63 An analogous, if much earlier, case from C.P.E. Bach of shifting prospective and retrospective meanings of an appar-

ent S(i) is discussed in Cohn, Audacious Euphony, 68.

64 Cohn, “Star Clusters.” 

65 Rings’s analysis of Lebensstürme focuses on Schubert’s S-driven enharmonicism and common-tone play (“Tonality 

and Transformation,” 200–28). While my overriding metaphor is effulgence and shadow, he primarily engages the 

notions of height, perspective, and depth. This is relected particularly in his emphasis on Tonnetz representations 

and the way in which he discusses the role of the speciic pc8, in its dual tendencies as “upwards striving G 
^
7 above and 

downward pulling J 
^
3 below” (ibid., 208).
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Sly as Lebensstürme’s SLIDE-driven tonal design is, it is still reconcilable with an essen-

tially prolongational picture of tonality, as demonstrated in the Schenkerian analysis 

of the exposition given in Example 9.66 In this linear account, the melody’s offending 

EH is interpreted as a chromatic lower neighbour to the exposition’s 
5̂ Kopfton, properly 

reseized at the secondary zone’s conclusion before the closing theme, all in C major. 

The enharmonic device with which Schubert manoeuvres between third-related keys is 

notated with χ on the two transitional occasions in which it appears. Following Janet 

Schmalfeldt, I cast the bass GG as part of an unfolding of the dominant.67 My analysis 

further suggests a more radical unfolding across the entire secondary zone, rather than 

merely across the transition as does Schmalfeldt’s. This requires boosting the promi-

nence of the very brief retransitional dominant at the end of the exposition, though in so 

doing it more clearly captures the degree of expressive and formal unity (via major third 

cycle) of S, and its sharp disjunction with the E7 dominant that produces it.68 The sec-

ondary theme is a shadowy zone of calm amidst the turbulence of A minor, set within an 

LP-gyre and accessed, almost as if by some navigational secret, with a SLIDE.69

Example 9: Schenkerian analysis of Lebensstürme exposition
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66 For a more extended Schenkerian take on this piece, see Nicholas Andrew Rast, “Analysis of Structure in Schubert’s 

Piano Duets” (PhD diss., University of London, King’s College, 1988), 81–101.

67 Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming, 140–41.

68 As Rings puts it: “There is no change in acoustic signal. Rather, the pitch [GG/AH] class’s leading-tone energy has been 

dissipated, before our ears as it were, as the memory of A minor fades, and the sonically present, reiterated GG is all 

that remains.” Rings, “Tonality and Transformation,” 213, I would add that the memory of A minor has not disap-

peared so much as been transformed during this transition.

69 It is signiicant that the networks in both Figure 11 and Example 9 involve a [048] major third cycle. As Matthew Brib-

itzer-Stull argues, this “AH-C-E complex” was a mainstay of Romantic harmony. Bribitzer-Stull, “The AH-C-E Com-

plex: The Origin and Function of Chromatic Major Third Collections in Nineteenth-Century Music,’ Music Theory 

Spectrum, 28/2 (2006), 167–90. Though SLIDE is not his focus, he also considers how this complex may be anchored to 

the either the tonic or the dominant, and also offers a brief analysis of Lebensstürme.
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Key Chaining

Some Schubertian instances of SLIDE exceed the tonal aporia of Lebensstürme, skirting 

the boundary of true triadic post-tonality. The astonishing introduction to the “Sanctus” 

of the late Mass in AH major, D. 675 vaults across multiply embedded major and minor 

third cycles with the aid of a SLIDing launch pad and augmented triads that act as cycli-

cal coupling-chords. A graphical analysis of the entire opening is given in Figure 12a. By 

virtue of the prominent role played by augmented chords that serve to couple adjacent 

hexatonic regions, this passage is modelled within the “Cube Dance” of Douthett and 

Steinbach.70 However, this diagram does not capture the imbrication of multiple differ-

ent cyclical pathways simultaneously operating in the opening of the “Sanctus.” A sec-

ond network, constructed in such a way as to show not only the diachronic unfolding of 

the opening, but also the differently-layered hierarchical third sequences—locally hex-

atonic, globally octatonic—and eventually diatonic functional operations, is provided 

in Figure 12b. This second chart more clearly demonstrates how the heave from F to fG 

that sets the sequence off gives rise to a minor third cycle in its motion towards the dis-

tant realm of B major. The immediate disjunction between F and fG is so arresting, and 

so hammered away at by the fortissimo entrance of the word “Sanctus,” that the effect 

on F major tonicity is more annihilative than it is shadowing. Amidst the key chaining, 

any potentially stabilizing ifth relations (in the diagram analyzed with a functional-

ly-allusive N relation) are repeatedly unseated. Each is lanked by the upwards semitonal 

shifts of S and T1—the latter which can also be heard as a S relation abutted with mode 

shift (SP), strengthening SLIDE’s dominion over the passage. After the third rung of the 

sequence, Schubert course-corrects back into an F major diatonic orbit, repudiating the 

disruptive power of SLIDE rather than embracing it in the manner of Lebensstürme. 

70 Jack Douthett and Peter Steinbach, “Parsimonious Graphs: A Study in Parsimony, Contextual Transformations, and 

Modes of Limited Transposition,” Journal of Music Theory 42/2 (1998), 241–63, http://dx.doi.org/10.2307/843877. 
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Figure 12a: Mass in AH Major D. 675, opening of the “Sanctus”: Cube Dance analysis

Figure 12b: Mass in AH Major D. 675, opening of the “Sanctus”: igural analysis

SLIDE on a Grander Scale

Throughout this study, I have used the lens of transformational theory to elucidate the 

paradoxical and sometimes reconcilable aspects of a characteristic chromatic transfor-

mation in Schubert’s oeuvre. More than its ability to model parsimonious voice leadings 

or generate useful tonal spaces, what makes NRT so analytically versatile is its capac-

ity to characterize complex harmonic motions in terms of surrounding tonal context—

past, present, and future. That is to say, NRT is adept at reading progressions in terms 

of other progressions. SLIDE’s ambivalence, as we have seen, stems from its combination 

of attributes indicative of both complexity and simplicity. For a concluding analysis that 

brings this dual identity of SLIDE fully into contact with neo-Riemannian interpretive 

pluralism, I return to Schubert’s Grand Duo.
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The Duo was has already been shown to host complexly interwoven SLIDE progres-

sions in the second subject of its expansive irst movement. Throughout the composition, 

SLIDE acts as a dramatic force as much as a component of formal layout. S, which in the 

context of the global tonic C major yields CG/DH minor, is associated with the hexatonic 

mediants AH major and E major, yielding something of a C-cG-E-AH complex, depicted 

in Example 10; this is an expansion of Bribitzer-Stull’s trio of third-related keys in the 

nineteenth century.71 These regions, excepting the tonic, share pc8 (GG/AH), a note laid 

out in full “promissory” fashion near the onset of the irst movement (m. 15). As with 

previous analyses, a diachronically-oriented network with some implied nodes can help 

sort the diffuse interpretations of its harmonic structure. Figure 13 maps out the trans-

formational trajectory of the movement’s C major tonality, from its onset through the 

transition and up to the arrival of the second subject. For clarity’s sake, sevenths and aug-

mented sixths are reduced out, but as the analysis that follows will attest, these non-

Klang harmonic components do bear on the way the relevant passages are perceived.

Example 10: AH-C-E complex with interpolated cG

&
S R LP LP

www www## www# wwwbnb wwwnn

Figure 13: Grand Duo, mm. 1–49, transformational trajectory and Karg-Elertian harmonic stations

71 Bribitzer-Stull, “The AH-C-E Complex.”
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At m. 15, the movement’s opening compound sentence briely excurses to and toni-

cizes the key of the major mediant, E major. This occurs at the tail end of an M2-ascending 

chromatic sequence, thus furnishing the promissory pc8. Soon after, the chromatic pitch 

GG is converted back to GJ and escorted to a properly behaving G dominant seventh at 

the theme’s irst authentic cadence. Despite the relief with which E major is set in this 

passage, its presence is parenthetical, and the section quickly reverts to a irst-inversion 

I preceding a PAC in the tonic. Subtracting mm. 14–16 installs a coherent and balanced 

sixteen-measure symmetry to the thematic statement (eight measures presentation + 

eight measures continuation ⇒ cadence). The glimpse of E major is thus best thought of 

as an interpolation that prolongs tonic function through a J5̂-G5̂- J5̂ shift.72 

The same cannot be said of the parallel moment in the primary theme’s second state-

ment. Whereas in the irst statement, 5̂ served as the repeatedly emphasized lead-in 

pitch to E major, at m. 34 the 3̂ (EJ) of a V7/IV is dwelt upon during a transitional stand-

ing on the dominant-of-subdominant passage. That pitch remains unmoved while its 

harmonic support is subjected to chromatic voice leading (C–CG and G–GG). Thereby 

Schubert introduces a new, dreadful harmonic region in a movement hitherto character-

ized by casual equanimity. 

Figure 14 presents a range of interpretations of this shocking motion, each represent-

ing a different temporal perspective on the exposition as a whole. The simplest, if least 

analytically satisfying explanation is to treat the motion as a self-suficient event, a true 

absolute progression, comprehensible solely through the fact that the two triads share a 

third: this harmonic “null hypothesis” garners a simple S transformational label. Only 

slightly more revealing is a reading of the move as an altered transposition of C, as a kind 

of Bass-style shadowing of the tonic; this is captured as possibility 2 (T
1
P). Alternatively, 

T
1
P might hint at a minor Neapolitan quality to the chord (as would an unlisted PLRLP), 

yet cG’s eventual destination to AH instead of G renders this an unlikely hearing at any-

thing but the most instantaneous level. So while there is reason to consider cG/dH as a 

warped version of the tonic or supertonic, a set of pathways that better relects long-

range tonal concerns in the Grand Duo awaits discovery. 

The brusque entry to the key of CG minor has to it the striking contrast and rhetor-

ical force of a secondary theme tonality, but fails to capitalize on that coercive power. 

It becomes increasingly apparent that mm. 34–49 are transitional in character, en 

route to the opening key of the secondary theme (in a three-key exposition): AH major. 

Nevertheless, the sheer fortissimo brazenness of cG ensures that it has strong functional 

72 Damschroder calls such apparent mediants that prolong function of the chord rooted a major third below “up-

per-third chords.” Damschroder, Harmony in Schubert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 9–11.
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and transformational implications. Locally, it serves as another instance of a V/Hvi 

exchange, with the loosely anticipated resolution of C7 discharging onto the target ton-

ic’s (F major’s) “uncanny” key-negator. This interpretation is captured as possibility 3 in 

Example 20, encapsulated in the compound transformation of DOM•HEXPOLE (which 

can be subdivided further into PLP or P•SUBM•P).

F major is nowhere to be heard, and will not come to play an explicit role in the Duo’s 

mediation on pc8. Turning our attention to the future, with the awareness that the key 

of AH is soon to arrive, we come upon another interpretation. As the irst component of 

the pained transition to the second subject, cG acts as a minor subdominant, traversing 

an enharmonic boundary in Schubert’s score to DH between mm. 43 and 45. The “pro-

gression” starting on cG (=dH) is retrospectively heard as AH: iv5

3 
 6
4

–iv6–(dim)–Ger+6–V 6
4

  5
3

–I. 

The S-region would thus seem ultimately to demand interpretation as another iv/HVI (a 

delayed N relation in the network analysis), analogous to the “false” minor Neapolitans 

gained by means of the Gegenterzwechsel with which Schubert experimented elsewhere. 

This transformational ascription is conveyed in possibility 4, as PL•N. 

There is one last plausible hearing of the event at m. 34, one that refers not to future 

events in the exposition, but to what has happened before, in the irst subject. While the 

close juxtaposition of cG/dH with the opening C major is not suficient to call the chord 

on pc1 a true minor Neapolitan, the parallelism with C’s satellite key, E major, is highly 

pertinent. A handsome “dualist” stroke links the regions of E and cG. The latter is briely 

tonicized by its minor subdominant (fG) in similar motivic fashion as to the former when 

it availed itself of the traditional dominant B at m. 15 in the irst subject. Furthermore, 

Figure 14: Interpretational network for progression at m. 34
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the zone of sitting on C7 (mm. 28–34) can easily be heard as a German sixth paving the 

way to a return to E—a more plausible second theme key than the subdominant.

Here, then, is a more nuanced accounting of a “shadow-key” cG as a region with fur-

tive mediant-substituting status. With cG directly associated with E, rather than C or AH, 

Karg-Elert’s Terzgleicher interpretation can now be recruited. Casting CG minor as relative 

to E (TMp) not only draws out the connection between those areas explicitly; it also helps 

relate cG more clearly to the major-third axis that informs this portion of the work. As a 

Scheinkonsonanz of E, the harmonic station is stitched more neatly with the HVI function 

of AH that appears at m. 43. There, E reappears as part of a seventh chord—in actuality 

a German sixth (FH) that forms another nice symmetry with the comparable shift of C 

tonic to German sixth harmony of mm. 30–34. Promoting this symmetry in our analysis 

comes at a cost, however. Treating cG as a stand-in for E implies a double upwards major 

third motion to the subsequent key; the phantom of E major embodied in the label by 

TMp(E) will come to mean iv/GG, and with it an implicit CEGG motion. That is in con-

trast with the diatonically logical function of DH minor acting as iv/AH, and without the 

intermediary E major, the progression proceeds straightforwardly downwards, CAH. 

The necessary respelling of AH as GG on this reading is an enharmonic re-reinterpreta-

tion with the outwardly preposterous result of preparing the eventual proper dominant 

G with a sharpened version of itself (GVV). Carrying the TMp analysis to its logical conclu-

sion may perhaps distort too fundamentally the movement’s underlying diatonic space.73 

It therefore works best within a limited temporal purview: “How does SLIDE sound at 

the moment I hear it and in relation to its immediate harmonic predecessors” rather than 

“how does SLIDE sound once the function of following key regions are made clear?” 

Each of the six interpretations of the Grand Duo’s SLIDE has something to com-

mend it. This is despite (and also, perhaps by virtue of) the wide differences in temporal 

scope and tonal function within the larger C major exposition on which they fasten. If 

our irst theoretical impulse is to select one candidate as “correct,” we have missed the 

object lesson this progression teaches. SLIDE is the very distillation of harmonic ambi-

guity, resistant to neat monovalent hearings, prone to insolvable tonal paradox in one 

setting and perfectly assimilable to diatonic tonality via SLIDE mixture in another. The 

73 This issue of “GG-or-AH?” is yet another guise of the theoretical problem inherent in music blending tonal prolonga-

tion and symmetrical divisions of the octave. A ine meditation on this contradiction and its ramiications for Schen-

kerian and neo-Riemannian analysis is Yosef Goldenberg, “Schenkerian Voice Leading and Neo-Riemannian Opera-

tions: Analytical Integration without Theoretical Reconciliation,” Journal of Schenkerian Studies 2 (2007), 65–84. For an 

attempt to bridge Schenkerian and neo-Riemannian approaches by using Tovey’s conception of tonal relations, see 

also René Rusch, “Schenkerian Analysis, Neo-Riemannian Theory, and Late Schubert: A Lesson from Tovey” Journal of 

the Society for Musicology in Ireland 8 (2012), 3–20. Rusch uses Tovey as an intermediary theorist to synthesize prolonga-

tional and transformational insights in an analysis of Schubert’s Piano Sonata in C minor, D. 958.
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progression’s split nature encourages an approach to harmonic interpretation that is, to 

use an apposite term from Rings, “prismatic” in conception.74 When we appreciate the 

many ways that Schubert found to SLIDE, we are in a better position to make use of the 

full potential of neo-Riemannian analysis. This is not the potential to pin down tonally 

refractory or paradoxical triadic harmony, nor to absolve it from the possibility of being 

integrated into tonal frameworks, but rather to allow its complexity to radiate forth in 

rich and unexpected ways. 

Abstract

SLIDE, the transformation that exchanges triads sharing the same third, is a pervasive 

feature of Schubert’s mature works. Blending indicators of distance and proximity, com-

plexity and direct intelligibility, SLIDE is the chromatic progression par excellence for 

evoking liminal states. Schubert’s use of the transformation poses a challenge to our abil-

ity to reconcile prolongational and transformational modes of tonal hearing. Following 

an evaluation of historical and group-theoretical conceptions of SLIDE, this article pro-

poses a set of functional paradigms through which the relation may be understood in 

Romantic harmony. Extrapolating patterns of SLIDE usage from Schubert’s oeuvre illu-

minates the procedures through which the progression may be integrated into tonal 

fabrics. Special attention is given to the four-hand piano duets, D. 812, 940, and 947 in 

particular; in these works, the presence of sonata form forces SLIDE’s incorporation into 

exposition structures. The D. 812 Grand Duo is used as a concluding case study. To fully 

appreciate its complex game of semitonal relations, the Duo requires overlapping trans-

formational narratives and a revival of Karg-Elert’s idiosyncratic Terzgleicher function. 

In studying Schubert’s SLIDing chromaticism, we stand to understand how compos-

ers ensconced within the tonal common practice nevertheless found ways to selectively 

incorporate tonally paradoxical materials into diatonic forms.
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